It is easy to prove that (B)C(D) and hence that (C)C(D); in fact, every convergent product of inner functions is inner, and if each factor is good so is the product. For N?z2, (C)^(D): Let <3> be any inner function in one variable, let a be a complex number, 0 < | a\ < 1, and put
That g is good follows quite easily via Jensen's formula; one can choose <£> so that the zero-set of g is not a countable union of algebraic varieties, and then g£|E(C 
1X1-1 |X|<1
The right side of (7) is clearly a lower semicontinuous function on T N , hence so is the left. Put ƒ = F-oty and suppose (to get a contradiction) that f h is inner for some holomorphic h. By (10), u[f] is bounded below, so u[h] is bounded above, hence hEH^{U N ). But |fe*| is close to 1 a.e. on E and I A* I is close to 2 a.e. on the rest of T N . This violates the lower semicontinuity property discussed after Theorem 4.
A more detailed discussion of these results, including complete proofs and extensions to other i^-spaces, will be published elsewhere.
